STUDY GUIDE

TEN OF THE TOP
S C I E N T I F I C FA C T S I N T H E B I B L E

➓

The Earth’s Free Float in Space
At a time when some believed that the earth sat on a large animal (around 1500 BC), the Bible spoke of
the earth’s free float in space: “He stretches out the north over empty space; He hangs the earth on
nothing” (Job 26:7). Science didn’t discover that the earth hangs on nothing until 1650 BC—3,000
years later.
Questions for Discussion:
1. How does mentioning the earth’s free float in space give the Bible credibility?
2. Explain how the earth could “hang on nothing.”
3. Try to justify the logic of believing that the earth sits on something.
4. Are you brought to wordless worship at the thought of the power of God? If so, why?
5. How should we live our lives when we understand the power of God?

➒

Stars Are Innumerable
The book of Jeremiah, written about 2,500 years ago, stated that stars cannot be numbered. On a clear
night only about 3,000 stars can be seen with the naked eye, but with the advent of the telescope,
countless previously unknown stars were discovered. In the early 1600s, Galileo’s homemade telescope
enabled him to see an estimated 30,000 stars. Still hardly innumerable as the Bible said. However, science is slowly catching up with the Scriptures. According to the European Space Agency,
Astronomers estimate there are about 100 thousand million stars in the Milky Way
alone. Outside that, there are millions upon millions of other galaxies . . .
The Bible says, “As the host of heaven cannot be numbered, nor the sand of the sea measured . . .”
(Jeremiah 33:22). At that time, when men of learning were convinced that there were only about 3,000
stars, the Bible correctly noted that there were so many, they cannot be numbered.
Questions for Discussion:
1. How many stars can be seen with the naked eye on a clear night?
2. Read Psalm 147:4. How does understanding God’s omniscience help us to fear Him?
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3. Are you ever afraid to let your light shine by sharing gospel with the unsaved?
4. What do you fear most about evangelism?
5. What do scientific facts in the Bible do for your faith in God’s Word? (If they weren’t there, would
you feel the same?)

➑

Life Is in the Blood
Up until about 200 years ago, sick people were “bled,” and many died because of the practice. If you
lose enough blood, you lose your life. When George Washington became deathly sick, doctors thought
that bloodletting would help. It didn’t.
On December 13, 1799, George Washington awoke with a bad sore throat and began to
decline rapidly. A proponent of bloodletting, he asked to be bled the next day, and physicians drained an estimated 5 to 7 pints in less than 16 hours. Despite their best efforts,
Washington died on December 17, leading to speculation that excessive blood loss contributed to his demise. Bloodletting has also been implicated in the death of Charles II,
who was bled from the arm and neck after suffering a seizure in 1685.1
Nowadays, we know that the sick and injured often need more blood and we give them transfusions.
Rather than removing it, we replace it because the life of the flesh is in the blood.
Leviticus 17:11, written 3,500 years ago, declared that blood is the source of life: “For the life of the
flesh is in the blood.”
Questions for Discussion:
1. Until how recently did doctors practice bloodletting? Why did they do this?
2. Does the sight of blood bother you? If so, why do you think that is?
3. Doctors today know removing blood can take a toll on the body. If you’ve ever donated blood, what
do you typically have to do afterward?
4. Look up the total length of all the blood vessels in your body. How far would they reach, laid end to
end?
5. What adjective would you use to describe God? Is it an adequate description?

➐

The Earth is Round
The Scriptures tell us that the earth is round: “It is He who sits above the circle of the earth” (Isaiah
40:22). The word translated “circle” here is the Hebrew word chuwg, which is also translated “circuit” or
1 Jennie Cohen, “A Brief History of Bloodletting,” History.com, May 30, 2012 <history.com/news/a-brief-history-of-bloodletting>.
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“compass,” depending on the context. That is, it indicates something spherical, rounded like a ball, or
arched—not something that is flat or square. The book of Isaiah was written around 700 BC. This is at
least 300 years before Aristotle suggested, in his book On the Heavens, that the earth might be a sphere.
He did this by watching masts of ships sink down over the horizon and from the studies of the moon
during an eclipse. He noted the shadow of the earth on the moon revealed that the earth was curved. It
was another 2,000 years later, at a time when many believed that the earth was flat, that the Scriptures
inspired Christopher Columbus to sail around the world.
Questions for Discussion:
1. How (and where) does the Bible describe the shape of the earth?
2. Why does this not refer to a flat disk?
3. How did Aristotle come to the conclusion that the earth is spherical?
4. What else does Isaiah 40:22 tell us about the greatness of our Creator compared to the earth?
5. What inspired Christopher Columbus to sail around the world?

➏

The Science of Oceanography
Matthew Maury is considered the father of oceanography. He noticed the expression “paths of the sea”
in Psalm 8:8 (written 2,800 years ago) and said, “If God said there are paths in the sea, I am going to
find them.” Maury then took God at His Word and went looking for these paths, and we are indebted
to him for his discovery of the warm and cold continental currents. His vital book on oceanography
was a basic text on the subject and is still in print today.
Questions for Discussion:
1. What Bible verse inspired Matthew Maury to search for paths in the sea?
2. What does the science of oceanography cover?
3. What principle did Matthew Maury follow when reading God’s Word? Do you do the same?
4. Can you think of other great scientists of the past, who founded the key disciplines of science, who
believed the Bible?
5. Look up how many gallons of water are estimated to make up the oceans. How much of this is
locked in ice caps and glaciers?

➎

The Hydrologic Cycle
Around 2,800 years ago, when it was believed that land floated on a body of water, and that most of the
water in the rivers had their origin under the earth, the Bible spoke of the hydrologic cycle. The
Mississippi River dumps over six million gallons of water per second into the Gulf of Mexico. Where
4
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does all that water go? That’s just one of thousands of rivers. The answer lies in the hydrologic cycle—
something not fully understood until the 17th century, but so well brought out in the Bible.
Questions for Discussion:
1. Using verses like Ecclesiastes 1:7, Amos 9:6, and Job 36:27,28, explain the hydrological cycle.
2. What did people believe about the planet 2,800 years ago?
3. What percent of the planet’s surface is estimated to be water?
4. Why do you think secular scientists are so eager to find water on other planets?
5. What assurances does God give us that the water cycle He established will continue? (See
Deuteronomy 11:14 and Genesis 9:11.)

➍

The First Law of Thermodynamics
This law (also referred to as the Law of the Conservation of Energy and/or Mass) states that neither
matter nor energy can be either created or destroyed. There is no “creation” ongoing today. It is “finished” exactly as the Bible states:
Thus the heavens and the earth, and all the host of them, were finished. (Genesis 2:1)
Everything is finished. Nature is complete. The brilliance of the light-giving sun is complete. The blue
skies are finished. The clouds drop the rain, cleansing the air and giving life to the earth. Tall trees are
finished, giving us oxygen to breathe. The rivers are finished, teaming with fish, and filling our great
oceans with water. The land is finished, yielding plants to give us food to eat. Nothing has a halfevolved eye, ear, leg, or brain. It’s all finished, from the animals, to man, to the birds, to the beauty and
fragrance of the rose that blossoms to God’s glory and for our pleasure. Nothing is evolving; everything
is finished, just as the Bible said 3,000 years ago.
Questions for Discussion:
1. Explain the First Law of Thermodynamics.
2. Where does the Bible say that everything was “finished”?
3. Give some examples of things being finished in nature.
4. Give some examples of things being finished in the human body.
5. How long ago did the Bible mention the First Law of Thermodynamics?

➌

Ship Dimensions
In Genesis 6:15 God gave Noah the dimensions of the 1.88 million cubic foot ark he was to build.
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According to Answers in Genesis, Ken Ham’s ministry:
Noah’s Ark was the focus of a major 1993 scientific study headed by Dr. Seon Hong at
the world-class ship research center KRISO, based in Daejeon, South Korea. Dr. Hong’s
team compared twelve hulls of different proportions to discover which design was most
practical. No hull shape was found to significantly outperform the 4,300-year-old biblical design. In fact, the Ark’s careful balance is easily lost if the proportions are modified,
rendering the vessel either unstable, prone to fracture, or dangerously uncomfortable.
The research team found that the proportions of Noah’s Ark carefully balanced the conflicting demands of stability (resistance to capsizing), comfort (“seakeeping”), and
strength. In fact, the Ark has the same proportions as a modern cargo ship.
The study also confirmed that the Ark could handle waves as high as 100 ft (30 m). Dr.
Hong is now director general of the facility and claims “life came from the sea,” obviously
not the words of a creationist on a mission to promote the worldwide Flood. Endorsing
the seaworthiness of Noah’s Ark obviously did not damage Dr. Hong’s credibility.2
Many contemporary ships are built with similar proportions, although the length-to-breadth ratio is
usually chosen with regard to the power required to move them through the water. The ark needed
only to keep afloat.
Questions for Discussion:
1. Where in Scripture did God give Noah the dimensions of the ark?
2. What did Dr. Hong’s team discover?
3. Why do so many in the world stumble at the biblical account of Noah’s ark?
4. What do you think Noah’s message to the world would have been?
5. What is our message to today’s world?

➋

Laws of Quarantine
In Leviticus 13:46, the Bible speaks of quarantine, long before medical science discovered the importance of isolating those who had infectious diseases. In 1490 BC, the Bible gives instructions on what to
do with those who have leprosy:
He shall be unclean. All the days he has the sore he shall be unclean. He is unclean, and
he shall dwell alone; his dwelling shall be outside the camp. (Leviticus 13:46)
Careful attention to the medical commands of God, as revealed in Leviticus, would have saved untold
millions of lives during the devastating Black Death of the fourteenth century.
2 Tim Lovett, “Thinking Outside the Box,” Answers magazine, April–June 2007 <answersingenesis.org/noahs-ark/thinking-outside-the-box/>.
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Questions for Discussion:
1. When does the CDC believe the practice of quarantine began?
2. Where does Scripture speak of quarantine?
3. Discuss how you would feel if you had leprosy and were quarantined.
4. How is leprosy like sin?
5. What are you doing to reach this world?

➊

The Dinosaur
In Job 40:15–19, God Himself speaks of a great creature called “behemoth.”
“Behold now, Behemoth, which I created as well as you; he eats grass like an ox. See now,
his strength is in his loins. And his power is in the muscles and sinews of his belly. He
sways his tail like a cedar; the tendons of his thighs are twisted and knit together [like a
rope]. His bones are tubes of bronze; his limbs are like bars of iron. He is the first [in
magnitude and power] of the works of God . . .” (Job 40:15–19, Amplified Bible)
Questions for Discussion:
1. What are four characteristics of the animal described in Job 40:15–24?
2. What is the dictionary definition of the word “behemoth”?
3. Why could this creature not be an elephant or hippopotamus?
4. See Genesis 1:24,25. When was the dinosaur created?
5. When does the world think dinosaurs lived? If Job was able to “behold” a dinosaur, what does that
tell us about whether they lived with humans?

SUGGESTED RESOURCES
Scientific Facts
in the Bible:
This 28-page
booklet contains
the gospel, perfect for sharing
with the lost.
(tract)
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The Evidence Bible:
Packed with powerful
apologetics information that provides all
you need to understand and defend your
faith. (book)
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